Insights into specificity, redundancy and new cellular functions of C/EBPa and C/EBPb transcription factors through interactome network analysis.
C/EBPa and C/EBPb are transcription factors with tissue specific expression regulating several important cellular processes. They work by recruiting protein complexes to a common DNA recognition motif and both are able to compensate each other's absence in many cell types, thus showing functional redundancy. They also play distinct roles in specific cellular pathways and their abnormal functioning gives raise to different human pathologies. To investigate the molecular basis of C/EBPa and C/EBPb specificity and redundancy we characterized their in vivo protein-protein interaction networks by Tandem Affinity Purification (TAP) and Mass Spectrometry (MS). To unravel the functional features of C/EBPa and C/EBPb proteomes we studied the statistical enrichment of binding partners related to Gene Ontology (GO) terms and KEGG pathways. Our data confirmed that the C/EBPa and C/EBPb regulate biological processes like cell proliferation, apoptosis and transformation. We found that both C/EBPa and C/EBPb are involved in other cellular pathways such as RNA maturation, RNA splicing and DNA repair. Specific interactions of C/EBPa with MRE11, RUVBL1 and RUVBL2 components of DNA repair system were confirmed by co-immunoprecipitation assays. Our comparative analysis of the C/EBPa and C/EBPb proteomes provides an insight for understanding both their redundant and specific roles in cells indicating their involvement in new pathways. Such novel predicted functions are relevant to normal cellular processes and disease phenotypes controlled by these transcription factors. Functional characterization of C/EBPa and C/EBPb proteomes suggests they can regulate novel pathways and indicate potential molecular targets for therapeutic intervention.